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CHARACTERISTIC CYCLES OF DISCRETE SERIES
FOR R-RANK ONE GROUPS

JEN-TSEH CHANG

Abstract. We determine the characteristic cycles of the discrete series repre-

sentations for connected E-rank one linear groups. The computation is made

through the moment maps; we determine their fibers and the cohomology in

question case by case. The multiplicity of the discrete series, in terms of their

Harish-Chandra parameters, is given by recursive formulae; for groups of type

A and B closed formulae are obtained.

Introduction

In this note we determine explicitly the characteristic cycles for the discrete
series representations of connected linear group of K-rank one. To give a brief
account of our approach, we begin with recalling the general setting for these in-

variants (for details see [V]). Let G be a real linear semisimple Lie groups with

Lie algebra go • Fix a maximal compact subgroup K. Write Kc and g for the
complexifications of K and go respectively; we follow the same convention in

denoting the complexification for other groups and algebras. Suppose M is a

Harish-Chandra module for G, i.e., a ([/(g), ATc)-module of finite length; here
U(g) is the enveloping algebra for g. With respect to the usual degree filtration,

gr U(g) is just the symmetric algebra S(g) ; equivalently the algebra of regular

functions R(g*) on g*, the linear dual to g. To each good filtration on M,

the graded object gr M is a finitely generated S(g) = i?(g*)-module. The char-

acteristic cycle of M, denoted by Ch(Af ), is then the support with multiplicity
of gr M on g*. In particular this invariant captures both the Gelfand-Kirillov
dimension and the Bernstein multiplicity of the underlying admissible represen-

tation. Also, by the nature of (g, ATc)-action, it is in fact a linear combination

of closures of Ac orbits in the nilpotent cone of g*, defined to be the part

which is identified to the nilpotent cone in g via the nondegenerate Killing
form.

One way to approach these invariants is to use the localization theory of

Harish-Chandra modules [B-B]. The module M can be localized to a sheaf
of modules J?, equipped with an algebraic K^ action, over a certain twisted

sheaf of differential operators on the flag variety I of g. With respect to a

good filtration of J?, the graded object gr^f is then a coherent sheaf of cfT.x-

modules on T*X, the cotangent space of X . It is a simple observation that, in
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case the support of J? consists of only closed ATc-orbits in X, Ch(Af) is the

support with multiplicity of the direct image sheaf of gr-# under the moment

map on g*. Moreover in this case, gr^# is supported entirely on the conormal

bundles of closed Kc orbits in X. Note that when G has a compact Car-

tan subgroup, the discrete series Harish-Chandra modules correspond exactly
to those sheaves supported on closed Kc orbits on X under the localization

process. We remark that when JK is not supported on a union of closed orbits,

the above simple picture no longer holds; also the moment maps are generally

very complicated. Nevertheless, the discrete series being the building blocks in
classifying the Harish-Chandra modules, the understanding of the closed orbit

cases would be useful in general. Our ultimate goal is to find an algorithm for

computing the multiplicity for general discrete series in terms of the geometry

of the flag variety.
In this note, we follow this line of approach and work out the details for

connected linear groups of real rank one. In the spirit of our goal mentioned

above, the main result of this note is Theorem 2.5 which says that in this spe-
cial case, the relevant fixed-point variety of the moment maps in consideration

can always be fibered over flag varieties with fibers also given by some flag va-

rieties. In terms of explicit data, the main results are contained in Theorems

A.7, B.5, C.6, and F.2 in which the characteristic variety and the multiplicity
are determined; in the cases of A and B, closed formulae for the multiplicity
are obtained. As a byproduct of this, our formulae for SU(n, 1) coincide with

those of King [K] up to a universal constant. King derived these formulae (i.e.,

the character polynomials) from the distribution character of the discrete series
for SU(n, 1). Also in the context of the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension, the case

in FII (see Theorem F.2) provides a counterexample to Conjecture 5.1 in [K];

so a modification of the conjecture is needed. We will pursue this in a future

publication.
As for the organization of this note, we collect the necessary ingredients

from the localization theory [C] in §1. In §2, after recalling certain basic facts

of general K-rank one groups, we give a general form of our results (Theorem

2.5) and outline the procedure of the computations. In §§A, B, C, and F, we

carry out the details case by case.

We would like to thank Jim Cogdell and Roger Zierau for helpful discussions,

and the referee for valuable comments.

1

Following the convention used in the introduction, we introduce some more

notations. Write 6 for the Cartan involution and p for the corresponding (-1)-

eigenspace in g. Fix an invariant Cartan-Killing form ( , ) , and identify g

with g* in the following way: to each feg the corresponding element £,f e g*

is given by, for all g eg,

(1.1) íf(g) = (f,g)-

Set Ni* for the set of nilpotent elements in (g/t)*, i.e., the set consists of
elements in g* which are identified to nilpotent elements in g.

We now recall the necessary setup of the localization theory (for details see

[C]). As before, X denotes the flag variety for g on which (7c acts. Each

point in X represents a Borel subalgebra b of g, which in turn determines a
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positive root system <I>+ . Our convention is such that the nilradical of b is the

span of the eigenspaces corresponding to the negative roots; thus b = b, + n~ .

With respect to a positive root system, as usual we write p for the half sum of
all positive roots. If h is 0-stable, write pc for the half sum of all compact

roots; and pn = p - pc. Also Q>c (resp. <Pn) for the set of compact (resp.

noncompact) roots.
In this note we only consider the equal rank cases, i.e., G and K have the

same rank. Suppose Z is a closed Ä^-orbit in X, in which we may choose

a point represented by b containing a Cartan subalgebra h which is the com-

plexification of a compact real Cartan subalgebra h0 ; hence fixed pointwise by

6 . Let X e h* be regular <&+-dominant integral such that X - p is the differ-

ential of a character <f> on H. The set of data (Z , <j>, 4>+) then gives rise to
a discrete series representation n¡, for the group G, with infinitesimal char-

acter determined by the Weyl group orbit of X (see [C]); and all the discrete

series representations arise in this fashion. The character on H tensored with

the top exterior product of the normal bundle of Z in X has the differential

X- pc + p„ . This character of H gives rise to a Kc -homogeneous line bundle

on Z , and we denote by ¿¿?i-Pc+Pn its sheaf of local sections on Z ; this is the

lowest K-type sheaf for %x . We write A for the lattice of the differentials of
all the characters on H, and A' for A + p ; this is independent of p chosen.

Note that since G is assumed to be connected, the character <j> is determined

by X.
We now recall the definition of the moment map. Over each point in X,

say x representing a Borel subalgebra bx , the fiber T*X in T*X is given by

(s/bx)* ■ The moment map y : T*X —► g* is then given by, on each fiber T*X,

the inclusion (g/bx)* '-► g*. Since Z is a closed üfc-orbit, the conormal bundle

T£X is a closed irreducible subvariety of T*X and y(T£X) c N¡ . Since we
will only be working with the restriction of y on T£X in this note, we will use

y for this restriction map from now on. When dealing with the image of the
moment maps, it is generally more convenient to work in the Lie algebra rather

than in its dual. Now (g/6)* ~ p and we have

(1.2) T¿X~KcxKcnB(n-np).

For / G n~ n p = X)oe*+ 0_a ' write Kc(f) for the centralizer of / in Kc , and

set

NKc(f, n" n p) := {k e Kc : k ■ f e n" n p}.

Since the moment map is just the projection of the second factor in (1.2), noting

that both projections from T¿X to Z and At* are Ä^c-equivariant, we have

through the second projection

(1.3) y-x(Çf)^(NKc(f,n-np))-x-zcZ.

Here z is the point in X represented by b. In light of this we consider
y~x(v) as a subvariety of Z from now on. For the following, notice that, y

being proper, y(T£X) is a closed irreducible subvariety in Ae* ; hence it is the

closure of a single .fifc-orbit.

1.4. Proposition. Under the above assumption, suppose that v is a generic point

in y(T^X), then as an algebraic cycle

Ch(nx) = dim//°(r V), ^x-pc+pn\y-^)) ■ y(T*zx).
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This follows from the above consideration and Corollary 2.9 in [C].

In the above context we consider the following parabolic subalgebra. Let S

be the set of all simple compact roots and (*) be the set of roots generated by

*. For such a set S, the corresponding parabolic subalgebra is defined as

(1.5) q = [ + u-Db   with I = h + Y, ga.

«6 (S)

The connected subgroups in Gc corresponding to q, I, ... will be denoted

by Q, L, ... Let p be the natural map sending b to q from X to Y, the

generalized flag variety of type 5. Note that L c Kc by the definition. Write
z' = p(z) and Z' = Kc • z' c Y. Since u~ n p = n~ n p, we have a natural

Äc-equivariant projection

(1.6) p':T*zX-«Tz,Y.

The fiber of p' coincides with that of p and is given by the full flag variety
of the reductive group L. On r¿, Y, we also have the notion of moment map

and we will follow the same notation usage as in the full flag variety situation.

Finally we recall a useful normalization of a basis in g due to Chevalley.

1.7.   Chevalley normalization. For each a e <P, a root vector Xa and Ha e

ï/-Th0 can be chosen such that for all aje$:

(1) [Xa, X-a] = Ha .

(2) ß(Ha) = (ß,a).

(3) [Xa, Xß] = 0, // a + ß i O and a ¿ -ß .
(4) [Xa, Xß] = Na<ßXa+ß, if a + ß G í>.   The Naj are nonzero ratio-

nal constants such that A_a;_^ = —Natß ; also N_a<_ß = N_ß^a+ß =

AQ + /? , -Q   •

(5) Naj = ±(p + 1), where p is the largest integer such that ß -pa e®.

(6) a(Xa) = -X-a  if a is the complex conjugation with respect to the

compact real form of g.
(7) x(Xa) — eaX-a, where eQ = -1   if a  is compact,  ea = 1   if a  is

noncompact; x is the conjugation on g with respect to the real form go.

A basis with properties (1) to (6) always exists (as exhibited in VI-16, 17 of

[S]). Note that x = d o a . Applying 6 to (6), (7) follows.

2

From now on, unless otherwise specified, G will be a connected simple lin-

ear group of real rank one which contains a compact Cartan subgroup. Sup-

pose that g is of rank n, then go is one of the following real Lie algebras:
su(n, 1), so(2n, 1), sp(n - 1, 1) ; and when n = 4, the exceptional f4(_20) •

As usual, these will be referred to in order as A, B, C, and F; also in the first

three cases we consider, in order, n > I, n > 2, and n > 3. We first recall

some general facts about G.

2.1.   Lemma. The number of distinct closed Kc-orbits in the flag variety X is
given by

(1) n + l, if G is of type A.
(2) 2, if G is of type B.
(3) n, if G is of type C.
(4) 3, if G is of type F.
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For an arbitrary semisimple linear group G, the closed Kc -orbits in X are

parameterized by W(g)e/W(KC) ; where W(g)e is the subgroup of 0-fixed
elements in W(g). For the lemma, notice that W(g)e = W(g) for g contains
a compact Cartan subalgebra.

We now give a count for Kc orbits in N{ ; note that {0} is a A^c-orbit.

2.2. Lemma. The number and dimensions of nonzero Kc-orbits in Af* are
given by

(1) 2 of dimension I, if G is of type A and n = 1.
(2) 3 of dimensions n, n, and In—\, if G is of type A and n > 1.

(3) 1 of dimension 2n - I, if G is of type B.
(4) 2 of dimensions 4« - 5 and 2n - 1, if G is of type C
(5) 2 of dimensions 15 and II, if G is of type F.

The number of orbits in the lemma follows from Theorem 3.2 in Barbasch [B]

and the Satake diagrams (see [He]). Except in the case (1) (i.e. go = sl(2, R)),

the orbit with the largest dimension in each case is the regular dense orbit in

N¡* and will be denoted by Od ; moreover its dimension is given by dimp - 1

by Proposition 9 in Kostant-Rallis [K-R]. The dimensions of the other orbits

will be clear from the calculations given later.

We now give an outline of the methods used in determining the fibers of the

moment maps. Detailed computations will be given on a case by case basis.

First recall that an ^-triple {h, e, f} (i.e., [h, e] - 2e, [h, f] = -2/, and
[e, f] — h) is called normal if h e 6 and e, f e p (see [K-R]). In every case,
for a given closed ÀTc-orbit Z , we shall exhibit a triple such that (see 1.7(7)

for notations)

/Gn-np,    e = x(f),    ÄGv^ho,    and   y(T*zX) = Kc~Tf.

To such a triple, we define a parabolic subalgebra qi = li + Uj" in t :

(2.3) lx - the centralizer of h in É ;        u\~ =        ^       g_a.

{ae®c : a(h)>0}

This is the compact part of a ö-stable parabolic in g obtained by the same

defining procedure; for later use we call oj~ the nilradical of the bigger parabolic

in g. Nötice that from our assumption on G, Kc is connected reductive and

therefore so is the Levi part Lx of the parabolic Qx.

2.4. Proposition. Kc(f) is the semidirect product of the reductive group Kc (f )

n Lx and the unipotent group [/," n Kc(f) ■

This is a general fact; see Lemma 6.11 in Vogan [V]. Write Kc(f)r for the

reductive part Kc(f) n Lx of Kc(f). The main result on the fiber of the
moment maps can be summarized in the following theorem. For notations see

§1.

2.5   Theorem. For G as above, suppose y(T¿X) = Kc-Çf, then

(1) Ux- cKc(f) and U'cKc^Q.
(2) NKc(f, n- n p) = (Kc n Q) • Kc(f).
(3) Kc(f )r n Q is a parabolic subgroup of Kc(f)r with reductive part given

by Kc(f)rDL and Kc(f)-z'~Kc(f)r/Kc(f)rnQ.
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(4) y-1 (¿,) = Kctf) -(KcnQ)-z= p~x(Kc(f) • p(z)).

(5) IfKc-tf + Od,then Qx=KcnQ and y~x(c;f) = p-{(p(z)).

Here A- B is the set {a- b : a e A, b e B} for subsets A, B in a group

Note that (4) follows from (2) and (3). It says that the relevant fixed-point

variety y~x(Çf) can be fibered over a generalized flag variety (of Kc(f)x in

Y) with fibers given by the flag varieties of certain smaller subgroups in Kc •

The theorem will be checked in each case and all items will be given explicitly;

in fact, it will be clear that in all cases the fiber y~x(£f) is connected. The

computation relies heavily on the following:

2.6. Bruhat decomposition. Kc - ]lw(Kc n Q)wQx: a disjoint union with w

ranging over a set of representatives of the double coset space W(L)\W(Kc)ftV(Lx ).

Since Kc n Q normalizes n~ n p, we have, for x e Kc n Q and y e Qx,

(2.7) xwy • f en~ np <$y • f eo^[ n w~x • n~ n p.

In each case, we use the explicit description of the double coset space to prove

Theorem 2.5. Generally the situation in (5) is simpler; and it means that Q

alone is sufficient to describe the fiber. For the dense orbit, the following fact

is useful.

2.8. Dense orbit. Under the R-rank one assumption, Kc • £/ = 0¿ if and only

if ad(h) has only even eigenvalues on g.

Note that the semisimple element e-f is regular in the Lie algebra generated

by {h, e, /} . Since the group G is assumed to be of real rank one, the above

follows from Theorem 4 of Kostant-Rallis [K-R].
Theorem 2.5 enables us to compute the cohomology in 1.4. Recall z' = p(z)

and Z' = Kc • z' c Y, we have the following commutative diagram:

Z       —p—y Z'

T Î
y"1«/)   -JL^   KC(f)r-Z>.

By Theorem 2.5, both horizontal maps are surjective and the diagram is a Carte-

sian square. We have by the base change, write S? for J¿?x-Pc+Pn for simplicity,

H°(y-X(^f), ¿?\y-HSf)) = H°(Kc(f)r • z', p.(j2V,(W))

= H°(Kc(f)r-z',(p,J?)\Kc{f),.z>)-

Since p is .Kc-equrvariant, the fiber of p*J2? at z' is just the representation

of Kc n Q obtained by extending trivially the irreducible representation of L

with the highest weight X - pc + pn . Therefore (p*^)|jfc(/),.Z' > is the sheaf of

local sections of the iTc(/)r-homogeneous vector bundle on Kc(f)r-z' induced

by the above representation of Kc n Q restricted to Kc(f)r n Q ; which in view
of 2.5(3) is trivial on the unipotent part of Kc(f)r n Q. Because of 2.5(3),

we may choose a positive system for (t(f)r, 1(f)r n rj) by the restriction of
0+(ê, b). Now write V*(p) for the irreducible *-module with the highest

weight p (whenever this makes sense).
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2.10. Lemma. (1) If VKc(f)rnL(p.) occurs in VL(X-pc + pn) when considered

as representations for Kc(f)r <^L, then p is dominant with respect to the above

positive root system for 1(f) r ■

(2) Suppose that VL(X-pc + pn) decomposes into ¿~^mß-VKc^'nQ(p). Then

the dimension of the cohomology in 1.4 (or 2.6) is given by Yj m^ -dim VKc^r (p).

Assuming (1), (2) follows from the Borel-Weil theorem for Kc(f)r ■ The

first part will be clear from the case by case computations. Using the branching

rules and the above lemma, we are able to compute the multiplicity explicitly;

in cases A and B a closed formula in terms of X is obtained.
We conclude this section with the following notational note. In g[(«, C),

we denote by Ey the matrix unit with entry 1 where the zth row and the 7th

column meet, all other entries being 0. In the computations of the multiplicity,

often we are more concerned with the dimensions of various representations. It
is more convenient to express them in terms of the types of the groups and the
highest weights involved. For this purpose, we write V¡A(X) for the irreducible

representation of the simple Lie algebra of type A¡ with the highest weight X ;

similarly for others.

In the following computations, we will constantly be referring back the nota-

tions, statements, and their numbering appearing in §2.

A. g0 = su(«, 1); n > 1

When « = 1, go is just the s 1(2, R) and the result on the characteristic
cycles of its discrete series is well known (say in [C]). Therefore we assume that
n> 1.

To fix coordinates for g (also for comparing our results with those of King

in [K]), we realize go as the Lie algebra in gl(n + 1, R) of all matrices A with

trace zero and A'I„tX = -In,\A where

7">1 = ( 0"   /,)''

here Ik is the kxk identity matrix. We choose the compact Cartan subalgebra
ho in go so that {/z; = Ejj-Ej+X j+x : j = I, ... , n} isa basis for -v/^bo over
R. Let Ej be the linear form on the space of diagonal matrices in gl(« + 1, R)

given by Ej(Ekk) = ôjk . Each X e \f-lb,o can be expressed as (Xx, ... , X„+x)

with respect to the linear forms {£j}"Zx • The weight lattice A is a sublattice

with finite index in

(A.1)    j (/,,... , /„+,) g Rn+X : ¿> = 0 and lj-lJ+l e Z for 1 < j < n 1 .

The roots for the pair (g, b) are given by:

(A2) <&(&,*)) = {ej-ek:l<j¿k<n+l};

<D„ = {±(e7 - e„+i) : 1 < j < n} ;    <DC = {e7 - ek : 1 < j ¿ k < n} .

We now fix a Weyl chamber C c V-lfy^ for the pair (t, h), noting that Oc =

0(t, b), with the following positive roots:

(A.3) <P+(t, h) = {ej -ek :!<;'< k <«}.
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We have

(A.4) X = (XX, ... , Xn+X ) £ C <& XXX2 > ■ ■ ■ > Xn .

Inside C there are n + 1 Weyl chambers for the pair (g, h) :

D0 = {s£C:sn >s„+i};

(A.5) D,: = {s £ C: sn-i > sn+x > s„_,+i}   for 1 < i < n - 1 ;

Dn = {s£ C:s„+X > sx}.

Write <P+ for the positive root system for the pair (g, h) which corresponds

to Di. It is quite useful to represent these positive systems by their colored

Dynkin diagrams (black dots stand for noncompact simple roots, and the rest

for compact simple roots):

<Ï>J:  O-O
£l-e2      «2-«3

(p+ O
En+1-íl        «l-«2

o-
ß« —1     C«      C/i     fin+1

...   Q
Cn-\— tn

And for i = l, ... , n - l

fn-U+l) -(/-i) Pn-(i-2)

•-o
fin

With ßj given by:

(A.6) )5; =

£j — £j+l,

e«+i _ £«-(;-i)

I e,_i -e,,

for 1 < j < n — i — 1,

for j = n - i,

for j = n-(i- 1),

for n - (i - 2) < j < n .

Each of these chambers gives rise to a f?-stable Borel subalgebra in g, and
therefore a closed A^-orbit in X ; call them b, and Z,. The discrete series for

G are parameterized by the regular elements in A'nC.

Using these root systems, we now give a description of the nondense nilpotent

orbits in At* (cf. 2.2(2)). With respect to OJ , the multiplicity of the simple
noncompact root en - en+i in any positive noncompact root is exactly one.

Therefore in view of (A.2), the span of eigenvectors of positive noncompact

roots is a A^ -orbit in Ae* ; call it Oh . Denote by Oah the orbit obtained in the

same fashion using the positive system <!>+ . One checks that both of these orbits

have dimension n ; the subscripts allure to holomorphic and antiholomorphic

(see remarks after A.7). Together with 0¿ , they exhaust all the Ac-orbits in

Ae* (cf. Lemma 2.2).

A.7.   Theorem. Suppose X £ A'nC is <P+-dominant, then Ch(nx) = c¡(X). 0¡,

with Ci and 0¡ given by:

(1)

Od,     ifi=l,...,n-l,

[ Oh,     ifi = 0,

Oah,    ifi = n.
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(2) For i = I , ... , n - I,

i/¡-2 ¡n-2 )n-2
An-i An-i+l An
i«-3 3/1-3 1/1-3
An-i An-i+l An

Xn-i     Xn-i+X     ••■        Xn

1 1 ••• 1
1 0       •••      0

(3) For i = 0 or n,

CiW=V.2\...\n-2y.    u    &-**)■
l<j<k<n

Note that the above formulae for the multiplicity coincide with those in [K]

up to a constant. In case i = 0 or «, the discrete series representations in

question belong to the holomorphic discrete series. Moreover Qx = Kc n Q,
Theorem 2.5 and the above result then follow from Corollary 2.13 in [C], and

the fact that Co(X) is just the dimension of the irreducible representation of K

with the highest weight X - pc + po, n ', similar for c„ .

We now fix an / G {1, ... , n- 1} and denote the simple roots in the Dynkin

diagram for <P+ by ßx, ... , ß„ from left to right as listed in (A.6). In partic-

ular, the two noncompact simple roots are /?„_, and ßn-i+\ ■

Recall the normal basis listed in 1.7. Consider the normal triple

f=V2(X_{e¡_en+í) + X_{En+í_En)),    e = x(f),    h=[e,f] = 2Htl.en.

Note that / G n~ n p and ad(h) has only even eigenvalues on g. By 2.8, we

have y(T£X) = Kc • £/ = Od , and this gives A.7(l).
We proceed to the proof of 2.5 in this case. Notice that

ui <-► {ei - Ej, Bj - e„ : 2 < ; < n - 1} U {ex - en} ;

li <-> {ej-,-Ek :2< j£k < n- 1}.

Here <-> means the space on the left is the span of the root-vectors with roots
ranging in the set on the right; this convention will be used later also. Imme-

diately we have Qx • f = Cf and A"c(/) is the semisimple part of Qx. Now

the representatives of the double coset space in 2.6 can be chosen from the set

{id, (ex, e„)} ; the latter being the transposition. Therefore the condition in

(2.7) is satisfied if and only if w — id and this gives Theorem 2.5.

To have a more concrete picture of the geometry involved, set l¿ D h to be

the reductive subalgebra of É containing all the eigenspaces with roots e7 - sk

with 1 < j t¿ k < n - i; similarly ie for the one containing roots e, - ek with

n — i+l < j ^ k <n; the subscripts allure to the positions of these parabolics

in the Dynkin diagram, i.e., the beginning and the end. Note that I = l¿, © le ,

[It,, le] = 0, and Lr\Qx is a parabolic in Lx with Levi part Lx n(L¡, • Le). We

have

(A.8) p-x(z')~(Lb/Lbr\B)x(Le/LenB)~P"-i-x xf"1.

We are now ready to compute the multiplicity. The representation of L

appearing in (2.9) is given by

H°(Lb/Lb n B, ¿?\Lb/LbnB) ® H°(Le/Le n B, 3>\Le/LenB).

Ci(X) =
(-1)'

1!2! •••(«-2)!

xr

1
1
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By 2.10, we need to examine the decomposition of the restriction of VL(X) on

Lx n(Lb'Le). Recall that the positive system in question is <P+ in (A.5). Recall

X = X - pc -V pn , we have

{Xj + j - n/2, for 1 < j < n — i,

Xj+j-l-n/2,    for n - i + 1 < ; < n,

Xn+X + i - n/2,      for j = n + 1.

Note that the semisimple part of Lx n (Lb n Le) is of type ^«-¡-2 x ^¿-2 •
Applying the branching rule to this case (Theorem 6.1 in [Bo]), we have

A. 10.   Lemma. As Lx n (Lb • Le)-modules,

V   (A) = ¿_^ ^n-i-2,i-2\A2, A3, ... , An-i', An-i+\ , ■•• , An-\)',

with the parameters ranging over all possible X'j satisfying

Xx>X'2>X2>--->X'n_i>Xn-i   and   X„-i+x >X'n_i+l > ■■■ >X'n_x >Xn.

In the above formula, the parameters before (resp. after) ";" indicate the

weights on Lb n Lx (resp. Le(~\Lx).
Since X is regular dominant, by (A.9), we have

(A.11) Ai > X2 > •• • > ln-i > k-M >->h.

In particular, all the parameters in Lemma A. 10 are necessarily dominant for
Kc n Li . This verifies Lemma 2.10(1), and therefore 2.10(2) gives the multi-
plicity for Tix. To get the closed form in A.7(2), we simplify notations first.

Let ax > ■■■ > an be a sequence of numbers. Note that Lx is of type An^
modulo the center.

A.12.   Definition. (1) [ax, ... , an.x] = Yaj>bj>aJ+l KUih > • • • - K-2) ■

(2) [ax, ... ,ak; ak+x, ... ,an] = Y ^,-3(^1, ■■■ , b„-i), with the param-

eters ranging over the gaps of the sequence ax > ■ ■■ > ak and separately

tffc+l > • • • > On ■

By Lemma 2.10, the dimension of the cohomology in 1.4 is the dimension of

the [li,..., 1„_, ;!„_,+),..., 1„]. As virtual representation of Lx, we have

[Xx, ... , Xn-i ; Xn-j+x, ... , Xn]

— L«-l , • . . , An_,_l , Ä„_,+ l , . . . , An\

— [Xx, ... , /„_,■_] ; X„-i — 1, X„-i+x, ... , Xn\.

Inductively, it equals to

(A.13)
[Xx, ... , Xn-i-X, Xn-i+x, ... , Xn\ — [Xx, ... , Xn-j-2, Xn-i — 1, Xn-i+\,..., xn\

+ [a\ , ... , Xn-i-3, Xn-i-X — 1, Xn-j — 1, Xn-j+x, ... , Xn\

-r (-1)"-'- [Á2 - 1 , X-} - 1 , ... , Xn-i — I , X„-i+x , ... , An].

By the branching rule again, each term in the above formula is the restric-

tion of the irreducible representation with the highest weight given by the in-
dicated parameter of a simple group of type A„-X to ,4„_2. In particular

the dimensions can be computed via the Weyl dimension formula for An_x .
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Note that Xj - 1 = A;- + j - 1 - n/2 for 1 < j < n — i. By the formula on
p. 214 of [Z], each dimension is given by the Vandermonde determinant of

a subset of {Xj - 1 4- n/2}nj=l, hence that of {Xj}J=l. In summary, we have

0!1! •■•(/!- 2)! - dim//°(r'(£/), -2V>({,)) is given by

xnx-2

Xï~3

Ai
1

i«—2
An-/-1
1/1—3

An-i-l

A/i-i-i
1

X"'2   ■

1/1-2
An-i+\
1/1—3
An-<+l

An-('+l
1
1/1—2

Si-i-
1/1—3

5/1-2
An

Ar3

An

1
«-2

An-i-2     An-i
1/1—3 1/1—3
A/i-;-2     a/i-í

A,
1

Xn—i—2    Xn-i
1 1

5/1-2
An
5/1-3
A/i

A/i

1

+

By the row expansion formula for determinants, this then proves the formula
for c, in Theorem A.7(2).

B. g0 = so(2n, 1); « >2

We realize so(2«, 1) as the subalgebra in gl(2« +1, R) of all traceless matri-

ces A satisfying A'l2n,i = -I2n,\A. We choose a compact Cartan subalgebra

bo in go so that it has a basis given by {h¡ = E2i-X ,n -E2t,2i-\}ni=x ■ Let e, be

the linear form on v^Tho given by Ej(y/^ïhk) = ôjk . The roots are given by

(B.l)
O = {±e; (1 < i < n), ±e, ±e¡(\<i¿j< n)},

Oc = {long roots},    4>„ = {short roots}.

We now fix a positive system for q>c = <D(t, b) with the positive roots given by

(B.2) {e, -Ej-.l<i<j <n}\J {e„_, + £„} .

Note that t ~ so(2n, C).  The corresponding Weyl chamber C c V-Î^q is
given by

(B.3) X = (Xx,...,Xn)£C<*Xx >.-->A„_i > \Xn\

Here the coordinates are assigned with respect to the basis {ej}"=¡ . There are

two Weyl chambers for the pair (g, b) :

(B.4) D = {s £ C : s„ > 0},        D = {s £ C : sn <0}.

The colored Dynkin diagram for <D+ determined by D is

o—o ■
«l-«2       «2-^3

O
en-\-en

Note that D = s£nD, it has the same colored Dynkin diagram. As before,

consider A' = A + p, and write X = X - pc + pn .
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B.5.   Theorem. Suppose that X e A' n C, then Ch(^) = c(X) • Od ; where

c(X) = \ dim VnB_x (Âi,...,Â„_i).

Equivalently, using Weyl's dimension formula,

c{X) _ ]_   _ni<;<£<„-i(A; - h)(A; + Afc) fil<;</,-! A;_

2 ' IWs„-i(* - /)(2" - 1 - (* + /)) ni<;<„-i(" - ^ - /) '

In particular it is homogeneous in X.   Reflecting by the simple root e„ , it

suffices to show this for X e D. Since there is only one Kc -orbit in Ae*, only

the multiplicity needs to be verified.

We consider the triple

(B.6) f = X.ei,    e = Xti,    and   h = {e,f\ = Htl.

The corresponding parabolic is then

u, ^{ex±Ej :j> I},

U <-> {e¿ (2 < i < n), ±Ei ± Ej (2<i<j< n)}.

Notice that Qx • f = Cf and Kc(f) is the semisimple part of Qx. Also the

double coset space in 2.6 can be represented by {id, aE¡, (ex , £„)} ; the middle

one is the sign change on £i. Immediately the condition in (2.7) holds only if

w = id. This proves Theorem 2.5 in this case.

To compute the multiplicity, note that L is of type An-X, and L n Lx

is of type A„ _2 ; modulo the center in both cases. By the branching rule each

constituent of VL(X) (the representation of L appearing in (2.9)), when viewed

as an LnLi-module, has a highest weight p satisfying X\ > p\ > ••• > A„_i >

Pn-\ > ~K • Now Xj = Xj - (n- j) + \ , for all j ; in particular X„ > 0. This
then verifies 2.10(1). Thus

C(X)= Yj &mVnD-Aß)

h>Pl>">Pn-l>).n

= 1 Y àimVnD_x(p)
}-\>ß\>->~K-\>\Hn-\\

= l-dimVnB_x(Xx,...,Xn-X).

The second equality follows from the conjugation between

V?_x(px, ... , ßn-2, Pn-\)   and   VnD_x(px, ... ,pn-2, -pn-\)\

the third is the branching rule (Theorem 12.1 in [Bo]). This completes the proof

of Theorem B.5.

C. g0=sp(«- 1,1); n > 3

Recall that sp(«, C) is the algebra of matrices A in gl(2«, C) satisfying

A'Jn = -JnA with

Jn     {-!„    OJ'
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We realize sp(n - 1, 1) as the subalgebra of matrices A in sp(«, C) satisfying
A!K„_XA =-K„.lAA with

f-h-l     0 0
Ar„_i,i=     o     i     o

\   o     o -/„_,

We choose the compact Cartan subalgebra b,0 in g0 so that V^Tb,0 has a basis

{A,}"=1 with hi given by En - En+i,„+i for 1 < i < n. Let Ej be the linear

form on \/-ïho given by £j(hk) = Sjk . Then we have

<£> = {±2e, (1 < i < n), ±e, ±£j (I <i<j < n)},

(C.l)    <D„ = {±e;±e„ (1 <;<«- 1)},

<PC = {±2e, (l<i<n-l),±Ei±Ej (l<i<j <n-l)}n {±2e„} .

Note that 6 = sp(n - 1, C) e sp(l, C). Fix a positive system for <PC = <P(6, b)
with the following simple roots

(C.2) {Ej - Ej+X (l<j<n-2), 2e„_1} u {2e„}.

The corresponding Weyl chamber is given by

(C.3) A = (Ai, ... , A„) e C-^Ai > ••• > A„_i >0   and   Xn>0.

There are n Weyl chambers for the pair (g, b,):

Dx={s e C:í„_i > s„};

(CA) Di = {s £C : sn-i > s„> s„_,+i}   for 2 </'<«- 1 ;

D„ = {s£ C:sn >sx}.

The corresponding colored Dynkin diagrams are

Oí":     O-O ••■     O-#=0
£l-£2     £2-63 «n-l-e» 2fi„

®+n--        •-O.      CX=0
£„-£[       £l-£2 £)i-2-£n-l 2£„_|

and for i -2,... , n - I,

&Î : O-        O-•-O-O        (M)
A ßn-{i+\)        ßn-i        ßn-(i-l)        ßn-(i-2) ßn

with ßj given by

Ej - Ej+X for 1 < j < n - i — 1,

E„-i-E„, for j = n-i,

£„-£„_(,_,), for;* = n-(/-l),

e7_i -£;, forn-(1 -2) < j<n- 1,

l 2e„_i, for; = n.

(C5) ßj = {

Note that Of and 0+ are the Borel-de Siebenthal chambers. There are two

closed Ac-orbits in Ae* (cf. 2.2); call the smaller one Os.
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C.6. Theorem. Suppose X £ A' n C is ^-dominant, then Ch^) = c¡(X)0¡
where

(1) On = Os and 0¡ = Od if i£n.
(2) c„(A) = dimFBc.1(Ài,...,Â„_i).
(3) For i j¿ n, c¡(X) is given by the recursive formula in C.17.

Consider the case <J>+ first. We introduce the triple

/ = X_(e„_tl),    e = x(f),    h = [e,fi = He,-ei.

C.7. Proposition. Assumptions as above, y(T^X) - Os, Os = Kc-£f, and

dimOs = 2n- I.

As a corollary, C.6(2) is now established.

Proof. In this case, Kcf\Q (in (2.3)) is the entire factor sp(n-1, C). Checking

the reflections about 2e„ , we have NKc(f, n~ np) = KcC\ Q. On the other

hand,
dimy(T¡X) < dim Y = n2 - (n - l)2 - 2« - 1.

Note that dim Od = An - 5 > 2« - 1 for n > 3 . This gives the proposition.   D

From now on, let 0+ = O* for a fixed i e {I, ... , n - 1} . Consider

/ = V2(X_{e]_Cn) + *_(£„+£„_,)),    e = x(f),    h = [e,f] = 2//£l+£„_,.

Note that / G n- n p and by 2.8, Od=KC'£f. Also

(C.8)    ui «-* {ei - Ej, -Ej -V £„_, (2<j<n-2); ex + e}(I < j < n - 1)}.

Now the semisimple part I', of li has three simple factors:

(C9) h ,i ~ {£; ±£k(2<j,k<n-2)},

h,2"{±(ei-en-i)},    li,3^{±2£„}.

We now proceed to the proof of 2.5. This case is slightly more complicated

than A and B.

C.10.    Claim.  NKc(f)c(KcnQ)-Qx.
It follows from (C.8) and (C.9) that

,cin u^-f=f,    LXA.f=cf,
{   '    ^ L1,2L,,3cC/UC{/±X£„_en_1±X_£l_£„}.

On the other hand, the representatives of the double coset in 2.6 can be chosen

from

(C.12) {id, (ei , Ej) (j>n- i+l)} • {id, (£„_,+i ,Ek)(k<n- i)} • {id, oSl}.

In case i = 1, the first set consists of the id only. Comparing (C.ll) and

(C.12), one sees that the condition in (2.7) holds only if w = id. This gives

the claim.
To finish the proof of 2.5, it remains to check that if qx e Qx and qx • / G

n~ n p, then modulo a factor in Kc n Q on the left, qx e Kc(f). In view of

(C.l 1), we may assume that qx e Lx t2 • Lx ̂  . We then proceed as before using

(C. 11 ) and the Bruhat decomposition of LX2-LX¡ with respect to the standard

Borel subgroup Li2,L13nö. We omit the details. In particular, one checks
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that the centralizer of / is the s((2, C) generated by the triple, under a proper
normalization,

(C.13) Xe¡-En_¡ + X2£n,    Xeñ_t-eí + X-2En,    #«,-£„_, + H2e„.

Putting the above together, we have established 2.5 in this case and

C.14.   Corollary. Kc(f)r is connected and its simple factors are of type C„_3

and Ax.

To examine the fiber y" ' (£/) more closely, we proceed in the same manner as

in the case of su(«, 1). Let lb D b, be the reductive subalgebra of É containing

all the eigenspaces corresponding to roots £7 - Ek with 1 <j^k<n-i;

similarly le the one containing roots ±e¡ ± Ek with n-i+l<j,k<n-l

(if i=l, the latter is just ±2e„) . Then I = lb + ie, [lb, le] = 0, and they are
of type ^„-,-1 and C,_i respectively for i > I; when i = 1, they are An_2

and Ax. The fiber p~x(z') of p is the product of the flag varieties for lb and

le . Now Kc(f)rnL is a parabolic in Kc(f)r with Levi part Kc(f)rr\(Lb'Le)

whose semisimple part is of type -4n-«-2 * C;_2 for i > 1 ; when i = 1 it is

given by An^ x Ax in view of the triple before C.14.

To compute the multiplicity, recall A = A - pc + pn and the positive system

in question is <I>+ = 0+ , we have for i > I,

{Xj-(n-l- j),       for 1 < j < n - i,

Xj-(n-j), for n - i + 1 < j < n - 1,

A„ + (i-2), for;' = «.

When z = 1, we ignore the second line for the formulae for X. Applying the

branching rules (p. 381 in [Z] for type C), we have

C.16.   Lemma. As Kc(f)r<^(Lb • Le) modules,

(I)for i = l,

^l(a) = Ef/.-^i(a2'---a'/i-2;a«)'

with the parameters ranging over all X' satisfying

qi>X'2>q2>---> X'„_2 > qn-2,    for all Xx> qx >X2> ■ ■■ > q„-2 > A„_i.

(2) for /> 1,

V   (A) = 2-, ^B-i'-2,i-2(A2' A3, ... , Xn_i', Xn_i+X , ... , Xn_2),

with the parameters ranging over all possible X'j satisfying

Xx ̂  X2 > A2 > • • • > Xn_i > Xn—i

and

Qn-i+i > A'„_I+i >      > i„_2 > A;_2 > q„-i

for all q¡ satisfying

À/1-/+1 > in-i+i > • • ■ > À/1-1 > qn-\ > 0.

Since A is regular dominant, by (C.4) and (C.15) we have Â„_; > A„_/+i

and X„ > 0. This says that all the parameters appearing in the above sum are
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dominant for the factor of type C3 in Kc(f)r ; also dominant for the factor

of type Ax when i = 1. As for the other factor when i > I, notice that by

(C.13), ([12 + Ii,3) n I is just C(//£|_£n_, + Hgn). In particular, the restriction

to (Lx>2 • Lx<i) n L of VL(X) is the direct sum of all weight spaces. Let v

be an arbitrary weight for VL(X), then (v, ex) > À„_, and (v, En-X) < Ä„-,+i

(say by looking into the weight polygons of types ^n-i-i and C,_i). Putting

together, we have in view of (C.l) and (C.15),

(v, #£,_£„_, +H2En) = (v , ex -£„_i +£„) > X„-i - X„-i+i +Xn > 0.

This verifies Lemma 2.10(1).

C.l7.   Proposition. (1) With X) given in C.l6(1),

c,(A) = ^dimF„c_3(A2,...,A;_2).

A'

(2) For i > 1,

d(X) = \Y dim KC-i(A2 ,■■■, K-2)) • [Y dim V*UV > £i - e"-i + e"))j >

with X'j specified by C.l6(2) and v ranging over all the weights (counted with

multiplicity) of Vl(X).

The highest weight for each term appearing in (2) for Ax is given by the pa-

rameter times the dual fundamental weight. We remark that using the Freuden-

thal's formula and the tricks used in the case of su(w, 1), one could simplify

the above formulae.

For i = I, note that the triple in (C.13) are contained in the intersection
Kc(f)r n Q . Thus only the factor of type C„_3 contributes in the multiplicity.

That gives C.l7(1). When i > 1, the base Kc(f)r • z' is given by the product

of LXti/(Li,xr\(Lb-Le)) and Li,2*Lii3/(Lij2-Li)3)nß). The first part gives
the terms for C3, and the second part follows from the discussion preceding

C.17.

F. go = Í4(-20)

We now consider the case when G is of type FII ; in this case G is unique.

Without giving an explicit realization, we fix a compact Cartan subalgebra i)o ;

therefore a maximal compact 60 - so(9) is also fixed. Let {ex , e2, e$, £4} be

an orthonormal basis, over R, for \Z-Tf)o so that a positive root system Of

can be chosen with simple roots given by

0| <-> {£1 - £2, £2 - £3, £3, $(«4 - «1 - «2 - e3)} •

Moreover we may assume that this positive system satisfies the Borel-de Sieben-

thal property. Therefore the noncompact simple root must be either £1 - £2

or ^(£4 - £1 - £2 - £3) (cf. p. 478 in [He]). Since there are exactly three

ÂTc-conjugation classes of positive root system for g (i.e., three closed A^c-
orbits in X, cf. 2.2), one checks that the noncompact simple root must by

5(£4 - £1 - £2 - £3) (otherwise by reflecting about £1 - £2 , there will be too many
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conjugacy classes).   Reflecting about this noncompact simple root, the three

closed Jic-orbits are represented by the following colored Dynkin diagrams:

<*>;■   o—o=>o-•
£,-£2      e2~e,        £3        1 (£l+£2+£3_£4)

*£:      O-O
ei —e?      í2—£3        1/ \       1/ ^

2(£4+E3-£,-£2) 2(El+e2+e3-S4)

^:     O-Q r#-O
£'-£Z       £4-£' i(£1+£2-£3-£4)        C}

The common 0+(í, b,) = 0+ has simple roots {£4 - £1, £1 - £2, £2 - £3, £3} .

This determines a Weyl chamber C in \/^ïho :

(F.l) A = (Ai, A2, A3, A4) e C*»A4 >Ai > A2 > A3.

Also the set of noncompact roots is given by

0„ = {2-(±£i±£2±£3±£4)}.

As before A' = A + p .

F.2.   Theorem. Suppose that X e A'flC is 0+-dominant, then Ch(îi/l) = c¡(X)-

Od where

(1) cx(X) = dimV3B(Xx,X2,X3).
(2) c¡(X) is given in F. 10 for i = 2, 3.

In particular, all three family of discrete series have the same characteristic

variety. This gives a counterexample to Conjecture 5.1 in [K].

For an easy reference, we label half of the noncompact roots as

ß\ = ï(-£i + e2 - £3 + £4), ai = î(-£i - £2 + £3 + £4),

ß2 = \{&\ - £2 - £3 + £4), «2 = \(-&\ - £2 - £3 + £4),

ß3 = \(-ex + £2 + £3 + £4), y\ = j(e\ + £2 - £3 + £4),

ß* = 3(£i - £2 + £3 + £4), 72 = j(Ci + £2 + £3 + £4).

The span of the eigenspaces with roots above will be denoted by «P+ ; also

#L = t{S'+).
To exhibit the normal triple, note that /?, G 0+  for all   1 < 1 < 4 and

1 < J < 3 . Consider

(F.3) f=V2(X_ß2+X_ß)),    e = x(f),    h = [e, f) = 2He<.

By 2.8 again, Od = Kc • £/ ; this gives the first part of F.2.   Od being even, by
(the proof of) Lemma 4 in [K-R], the moment map

(F.4) Kc xQi ¿?L -> Od is birational Äc-equivariant.

Note that in the case of Of, Qx = Kc n Q and F.2(l) is obtained.
Associated to this triple,

(F.5) ui <-> {£4, £4±£; (1 < / < 3)}.
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Immediately one sees that [/, • / = /. The reductive part (i has center CHEa

and

(F.6) 1\^{EX-£2,E2-Ei,£3}.

Now S^L is the radical of noncompact roots having a positive projection

on HE4 (i.e., y_ = p n o- in 2-3); therefore L\ ~ Spin(7, C) acts on J/1

(also on y+), Examining the weights, this is just the spin representation. In

particular, we may endow a structure of split octonians on «5*1, with an L\-

invariant standard inner product; the corresponding norm will be denoted by

II II-
F.7. Lemma. Lx • / = Od n 5e- = {x e 5"- : \\x\\ ¿ 0} and the isotropy
subgroup at f is isomorphic to the exceptional group G2 .

Proof. The first equality follows from (F.4). The second part follows from the

structure of the spin representation of Spin(7, C) : L\ acts transitively on the

unit sphere on 5?- with isotropy subgroup G2 (see Theorem 11.40 in [Ha]).   D

Before entering the proof of 2.5, we compute first Kc(f)r n Q. We will use

some elementary facts about these exceptional Lie algebras. From the above

lemma, the inclusion Kc(f)r C L\ is the same as the inclusion G2 c Spin(7, C)

by viewing G2 as the automorphism group of the Cayley algebra JPL with the

neutral element given by /. By the Triality Theorem (see Theorems 11.19,

11.40, and 11.42 in [Ha]), this inclusion can also be realized as G2 acting on

the seven-dimensional pure Cayley numbers in S?- ; and Spin(7, C) acts on

which via the standard vector representation. In which context, an explicit

realization of Cartan subalgebras and their roots are given in [R-S]; and we will

use their results freely. To identify our situation to those in [R-S], note that

(F.8) x e •v/zTbo n t(f) o -xx + x2 + x3 = x4 = 0.

Here the coordinates on bo are dual to the orthonormal basis {«/}1_J, i.e., x¡ =

Ei(x). Identifying tx, t2, t?, in §1 of [R-S] with £2, £3, -£1 above respectively,

we may then use their descriptions.

F.9. Proposition. The simple roots for Kc(f)r — G2 are given by £2 - £3 and

£3 with the Cartan subalgebra described in (F.8). Moreover Kc(f)r n Q is the

maximal parabolic subgroups in Kc(f)r — G2 corresponding to (i.e., containing

the eigenspaces of roots in) the sets {e2 - £3} for OJ , {£3} for O3 .

Proof. By formulas on p. 10 of [R-S], the root vectors for G2 are

î±(e2-e3) - ^±(£2-£3) ' *±£3 = X±(e,-e2) + ^±£3 ■

Recalling the definitions of OJ and O^ , in view of Proposition 1.4, the propo-

sition follows,   a

We now proceed to the proof of 2.5. The representatives for the double coset

space in 2.6 can be chosen from

OJ : id, <t£4 , (£4, £3), cr£4(£4, £3) ;

OJ : id, <t£4, (£4, £3)-
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To examine the condition in (2.7), note that its right-hand sides are

{{-a2}, if W = (JEt,

{-ßi,-ß4,a2,-y2}, if W = (£4, £3),

{-ß\,-ß2,-72}, if W = 0C4(E4 , E3) ,

^        ,„.^   n„-n_/{al'a2}, ifW = Oei,

{-ß3, -ß*,a2, -y2},    if w = (e4,£3).
(OJ)    «).y_nn"np

Notice that the L\ -invariant product on 5^ pairs the root-vectors with opposite

weights (for the algebra I, ). One checks immediately that w • <9L n n~ n p
above are all isotropic with respect to the invariant inner product. Therefore by

Lemma F.7, the condition in (2.7) holds only if w = id. This plus the analysis
in F.7 and F.9 proves Theorem 2.5 in this case.

To compute the multiplicity, by a direct computation,

Xx — Xx — 2, Xx — Xx — 3/2,

A2 = A2 — 1, A2 = A2 — 1/2,

A3 = A3, A3 = A3 — 1/2,

A4 = A4 — 2, A4 = A4 — 5/2.

The left-hand side is for OJ ; the other for O^. In view of (F.8), it is
convenient to express weights for Kc(f)r — G2 by p = (px, p2, p^) = pX£X +

p2£2 + P3E3 (restricted to the plane -xx + x2 + xj, — 0). Also (px, p2, p-¡) is

equivalent to (px - a, p2 + a, pi + a) for any constant a, and it is dominant
iff P2 > Pi > 0.

F.10.   Proposition.

(1) C2(X) = Eâ,>^>12>^>I3 dÍm F2G((A2 + A3) . A2 , A'3) •

(2) c3(X) = Eà4>a;>à,>^>à2 d™ W.. A'2, A3) •

Proof. For OJ , modulo the center, Kcf~\ Q is of type A2 with simple roots

£1 - £2 and £2 - £3 ; and the intersection Kc(f)r C\L is of type Ax determined

by the simple root £2 - £3. The representation occurring in the cohomology in

(2.9) is V^(XX, X2, A3). The branching rule from A2 to Ax gives rise to all
the parameters appearing in the summand above. One checks immediately that

they are dominant in G2 from (F.l) and the form for À above; so 2.10(1) is

verified. This gives the first part.
As for O3 , Kc<~ïQ is of type A2xAx with simple roots {fi4-£i, £1 -£2} , and

{£3} modulo the center. Notice that the intersection Kc(f)r n L in this case,

modulo the center, is generated by the vectors X(ei_„2) + XEi and X_(£l_£2) +

Af_£3 ; with the corresponding element HEl-e2 + HEi in f). The representation of

the cohomology in (2.9) is V^^CX^ ,XX,X2; A3). The branching rule from A2

to Ax (corresponding to £1 - £2) gives rise to the parameters in the summand

above. Again they are dominant in G2 ; therefore 2.10(1) and the second part

are verified.   D
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